Story Squares for Contactless Creativity
Hello!
Welcome to the Contactless Creativity Story Squares pack. My name
is Becci Louise Fearnley and I am a poet, novelist and teacher. My
passion is for narrative and I’ve dedicated my life to telling stories in
a range of different mediums, and teaching storytelling and creative
writing to people of all ages. I hope this pack can bring the joy of
story building to you and help you produce a whole range of
different narratives that reflect your personality, beliefs, memories
and hopes. The pack contains:
- A set of instructions. These will be split into daily tasks and will
be both recorded and in written form.
- 3 character creation maps.
- A set of 25 Character-Creation cards.
- A set of 10 Genre cards.
- A set of 20 Event cards.
- A set of 15 ‘Spanner in the Works’ cards.
- A set of 20 character response cards.
- A set of 10 Resolution cards.
- A set of 6 blank record cards for extra information you may
wish to add! This will give you 1 record card per day, with 1
spare.
- A handmade book, should you wish to write down your story.
- A Dictaphone, should you wish to record your story (you can
also do this using the Kennet Radio voicemail number, which is
included in the instructions).
- A pencil for making notes.
- A sample of my own work in progress, for you to read at your
leisure.

I first started writing when I was very young. My mother was
constantly stapling paper together in booklets for me so that I could
write my ‘novels’. Gradually, those novels got longer and longer, and
I also discovered poetry, which took over my life for the better part
of six years after I graduated from University. Now returning to
writing novels, I am rediscovering the joy of exploring character and
theme and developing interesting and exciting plots. I hope that this
pack will bring my passion and love for storytelling to you.
The pack is intended to help you create a story over five days, but
you can, of course, take longer if you need to, or complete all the
tasks one after the other if you are feeling inspired! It’s entirely up to
you. The instructions for how to use the cards are also not
unbreakable rules. One of the things I love about writing is that there
are no unbreakable rules! So the instructions are more a set of
guidelines to get you started, and then once you feel confident with
what you’re doing, you can use the cards to build a narrative
however you see fit!
I look forward to hearing/reading/seeing the wonderful narratives
you have created!
Happy story-making!
Becci Louise Fearnley

Day 1: Characterisation
All good stories start with a character, so this is where we will start,
too. We will begin by creating a protagonist (or main character). You
may also wish to create a secondary character or an antagonist
(villain or enemy). For this, you will need to use:
-

The character creation map.
The set of 25 character-creation cards.
The set of 10 genre cards.
The set of 6 blank record cards
A pen or pencil to make notes on the cards.

1) We will start by creating our protagonist. Lay the character
creation map on a flat surface, such as a table. You will see that
it has spaces for you to fill in and create your character. I
recommend you use a blank record card to come up with a
name, age, gender and occupation. If you don’t wish to write
anything down, you can use the dictaphone to make verbal
notes on these sections.
2) Sort through the set of 10 genre cards and choose one that you
would like to use for your story. The genre cards also contain
some notes on typical tropes contained within each genre,
which will give you some ideas for what kind of character you
want to create. Place your selected genre card above the
character creation map so that you can refer back to it when
you need to.
3) Fill in the Biggest Hope, Biggest Fear, Major Desire and
Character Traits sections using the set of 25 character creation
cards. You can use as many or as few cards for each section as
you wish but I recommend choosing at least two cards for each
of these sections. So your character should have two hopes,
two fears, two major desires, etc. Pay special attention to the

BIGGEST FEAR section. This will be important later in the
process.
4) Spend some time arranging your character and getting to know
them. You can change your mind at any time about which traits
you use, what you want. You can be as realistic or as fantastical
with your character creation as possible.
5) You will notice that there is more than one character creation
map in the pack. These extra maps can be used to create
secondary characters (such as sidekicks, mentors, loved ones or
enemies) to compliment your protagonist. For each character,
repeat steps 1-4 with a new character creation map.

Day 2: Creating a Beginning
Every good story begins with something writers call an Inciting
Incident. This is something that occurs in the life of the protagonist
to force them to behave in a different way to the way they usually
would. For this, you will need:
-

To refer back to your genre card.
To refer back to your completed character creation maps.
The Event cards.
The Character Response Cards.
The set of 6 blank record cards.

1) Read through the event cards and choose one that intrigues
you. The event cards are deliberately vague so that you can put
your own twist on them, depending on which genre you have
chosen for your story and what you have decided for your
character. Place the event card at the top lefthand side of a flat
surface, such as a table. You are going to lay out your cards
from right to left and top to bottom, in a clear order, so that
you can see your story grow and develop. Use one of the 6
blank record cards to make notes using this section, to add your
own take on the event card.
FOR EXAMPLE: You may choose the card entitled ‘Theft!’ which says
that something has been stolen from your character. It is up to you,
as the storyteller, to decide what that something is. If you are writing
a romance story, perhaps the stolen item is your character’s wedding
ring. If you are writing a fantasy story, perhaps the stolen thing is
your character’s innate magical powers.
2) Now that you have created an inciting incident for your story
using your chosen event card, you will need to decide how your
character responds. Sort through the character response cards

and choose one that you think fits your character’s personality.
Place this character response card to the right of your chosen
event card. You will see that the character response cards
contain EMOTIONS, but not ACTIONS. You, as the storyteller,
will need to decide how this EMOTION will make your character
ACT.
FOR EXAMPLE: You may choose the card entitled ‘Anger’ which tells
you that your character responds to the event card with rage. What
action do they take because they are angry? Do they lash out? Do
they storm off? Do they say something that they might regret later?
Go back to your record card to make more specific notes on your
character’s reaction.
3) Now repeat steps 1-2 once more: choose an event that could
follow on from your character’s reaction and choose how they
will react to this second event. Use your record card, or the
Dictaphone, to make more specific notes on the event and your
character’s reaction. Now you have a strong, clear beginning to
your story!

Day 3: The Middle!
This can be the most exciting part of the story, but it can also be the
hardest to get right! We now need to build your character towards
what writer’s call the climax and resolution of the story, which will
be the part where your character learns to confront their biggest fear
and achieve their major desire. For this, you will need:
-

To refer back to your genre card.
To refer back to your completed character creation maps.
The Event cards.
The Character Response cards.
The Spanner in the Works cards.
The set of 6 blank record cards.

1) Day 3 is going to work a lot like Day 2, which means choosing
event cards and how your character responds to them. BUT this
time, we are going to give them some extra obstacles (or
Spanners in the Works) to contend with. Begin by choosing an
event that could lead on from your beginning and placing this
to the right of the last card you placed. Perhaps your character
needs to make a journey, or find a long-lost friend, or uncover a
secret. As before, use a record card or the Dictaphone to make
more specific notes about what this event is.
2) Now choose a Spanner-in-the-Works card that might add extra
peril to your character while this event occurs. Place this to the
right of your previous card. Hopefully, you can now see your
story growing!
3) Choose a character response card. How does your character
react to being in this situation? Add some notes to your record
card for Day 3 about how your character might respond based
on the emotion they’re feeling. Remember to refer back to
your genre card for help. A character in an Action story may

carry a dangerous weapon, while a character in a Fantasy might
have magic or a mythical creature to help them overcome the
challenge!
4) Repeat steps 1-3 twice more. You should now be building your
story towards the final climax and resolution. Lots should have
happened to your character, and they will have made lots of
decisions. Some of them will be bad decisions, and some of
them will be good ones.
5) Before we move on to day 4, you have one final thing to
consider. What do you think your character has LEARNED so far
in the story? Perhaps they have learned to be brave, or
generous, or strong-willed, or co-operative. They might have
learned that money isn’t everything, or love is worth the risk, or
to stand up for what they believe in. Make a clear note on
today’s record card about what you think your character has
learned so far. They will need this to confront their biggest fear
in the climax and resolution stage!

Day 4: Climax and Resolution!
Today we will be guiding your character towards the final climax of
the story, where they face their darkest fear! We will also be
resolving the story into a suitable ending. To do this, you will need:
-

To refer back to your genre card.
To refer back to your completed character creation maps.
The Event cards.
The Character Response cards.
The Spanner in the Works cards.
The set of 6 blank record cards.
The Resolution cards.

1) Look back at your character’s BIGGEST FEAR (on the character
creation map) and what you think they’ve LEARNED (on your
record card from Day 3). Use this to choose an event that you
are going to use for your climax. Place it to the right of the last
card you chose. Use a record card to make notes about what
this event is and how your character might learn to overcome
it.
2) You may choose a Spanner in the Works card if you wish to
make life harder for your character! Place this to the right of
your last event card. Now your character REALLY has to fight!
3) Choose a character response card. You may wish to use a
response card you have already placed. This is fine, you can
make a note of this on your record card, along with exactly
what they do to overcome this latest hurdle. Try to ensure that
your character has to face their BIGGEST FEAR and use what
they have LEARNED to overcome it.
4) Now select a resolution card and place it to the right of your
last card. Again, use your genre card and your character
creation map to help you decide exactly how this story will be

resolved. Make some notes on your record card about how
your character has been changed by these events, what they
now know and what they now want. Now you have a map for a
completed story! Well done!
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Day 5: Recording your Story
This is the part where you get to fully realise your creation. You are
going to record your story! You can do this in a number of ways:
1) You could use the handmade book and pencil provided to write
your story by hand. It’s ok if this takes you slightly longer than a
day.
2) You could use the Dictaphone to record your story verbally. It
doesn’t have to be perfect, just tell it the way you imagine it!
3) You could call the Kennet Radio Contactless Creativity Number
and leave your story as a recorded phone message. The
number for this is: 01635 780798 and the Radio Station is
expecting such calls!

However you choose to record your story, I hope you have enjoyed
the process of mapping out your own narrative, creating a strong
character and taking them on a journey. I use similar techniques to
this to plan my own stories and I’m so glad to have been able to
share this with you!
I also hope you enjoy the extract of my own work-in-progress that
has been included for you to read. Hopefully, it might inspire you to
create more stories in the future!
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